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I left my “real” job to create a world of beautiful things - things that reflect the beauty 

I see in the world. Things that will stand the test of time, that will travel unbeaten paths 

and enhance the journey one takes in life.

My hope is the pieces that my friends and I make in our microfactories will become 

inseparable companions to the owner and remind him/her of adventures lived. I hope 

that they help to encourage new travels, reflect where one went, what one saw and 

what one experienced.

- Mike Balitsaris

“Have only a few things, 
but make them great.” 
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B. Price: Starting at $675
Dimensions: 19”H x 13”W x 5”D

A. Price: Starting at $550
Dimensions: 18”H x 14”W x 3”D

Every bag starts with you. Call us and let’s discuss color, texture 
and design. We design this together.

BIG SKY BACKPACK

A rucksack made from a vintage saddle blanket 

found in Colorado and suede cut from cowboy 

chaps. The straps are 12 oz. belt weight, boot quality 

leather completely hand cut - a combination of hand 

& harness stitching. Copper and brass rivets help to 

enforce strength of the straps and handles.

  B.

  A.

Fabric:
All pieces are one of a kind 
using different vintage fabrics 
that we may have available at 
given points in time.
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Original 1930s M31 rifle magazine pouch

From the beginning of time, soldiers have done their perilous duty having to carry all of their tools and 

belongings. Our WWII Ammo Sling Bag is made from more than eight individual authentic ammunition 

cases. The soldiers that carried these bags carried their hopes, fears and dreams with them as well. For 

those who were fortunate enough to return: Were they scarred? Perhaps. A little damaged? Probably. 

Changed? Certainly. But those same soldiers came home, picked up their lives, raised their families and 

built America. They endured. If you take a moment, you’ll sense their perseverance in each elusive shade 

of this bag’s patina and you’ll feel their spirit in every one of this bag’s hand polished buttons and rivets.

Price: Starting at $1600
Dimensions: 20”H x 18”W x 4”D

“Dear Heart: I hope this letter finds 

you and Baby happy and well. As 

we load ourselves up and prepare to 

set off in the morning for what should 

be our longest go yet, I wanted to 

write you a few lines. I want you and 

Baby to know that you are with me 

always. I see your precious faces in 

every sunset, in every spring flower, 

even in a passing rain shower. I know 

that I will hold you both in my arms 

when our task here is done. Please 

don’t worry. All my love, James” 

– May 1944

AMMO SLING BAG
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  C.

  D.

  A.

  B.

Shown in photo: Big Sky Backpack6

A. Sun & Moon Backpack Price: Starting at $425
Rich and supple vegetable tanned leather - handstitched
Dimensions: 18”H x 14”W x 3”D

B. Chella Backpack Price: Starting at $285
Very light yet strong suede featuring a flap with drawstring closure
Dimensions: 18”H x 14”W x 3”Dz

C. Smokey Backpack Price: Starting at $650
Hand cut Horween Chromexcel Leather - O-rings made by our own 
“Stuart the Blacksmith” and brass fasteners made in our Philly studio 
Dimensions: 18”H x 14”W x 3”D

D. Cades Cove Backpack Price: Starting at $475
4 oz. top grain leather with a sleek silhouette, rustic straps, and Riri 
zipper closure
Dimensions: 18”H x 14”W x 3”D



SMITH BAG
The Waltzing Matilda USA Smith Bag is two 

bags in one. The adjustable strap is easily 

removable converting the piece into the 

perfect clutch. Dress it up or down, it is very 

versatile. Completely hand stitched using 

two needles and 8 ounce waxed thread. 

Our WM  buckles and hardware are

hand casted in our PA studio using 

solid brass & bronze materials.

Leather: 
Vegetable Tanned - Buck Brown

Horween - Olive Green

Price: $275
Dimensions: 5.25”H x 9”W x 2”D

Collar Buttons

WM
Buckle
see page 30

™

™
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MADDY CROSSBODY

Leather: 
Vegetable Tanned
Buck Brown (shown here)

Price: $310
Dimensions: 7”H x 9.25”W x 4”D

Everybody knows a girl like Maddy. She’s smart 

but never needs to prove it. She’s one of the 

most beautiful people you’ve ever met. She 

inspired the Maddy Crossbody and we did our 

best not to mess it up. We stitched each stitch 

by hand and added a braid strap. Like her 

friendship, this bag will last you a lifetime.   
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MURPHY TOTE

REVERSED SIDE

The perfect dimensions, weight and feel. We 

spent years perfecting this piece and believe 

we have finally nailed it. We use a light weight 

suede that is reversible & hand stitched handles 

for strength as well as aesthetics. 

Leather: Laredo

1. Gray

2. Camel

Price: $275
Dimensions: 12”H x 16.5”W x 5”D 1.

2.

3.

4.

3. Olive

4. Chocolate Brown

MARKET TOTE

Leather: 
1. Dark brown

2. Navy

Price: $275
Dimensions: 13.5”H x 14.5”W x 4.5”D

This tote is one of our most popular bags. It is made 

with 4 ounce boot leather with reinforced handles 

and seams. You can pack it full and then some and 

never worry about the integrity of the piece being 

compromised. Guaranteed for life because we build 

them for life.

3. Black

4. Brown

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The Dogon people live in the central plateau 

of Mali in West Africa. Dogon weavers have 

been crafting textiles using techniques that 

date back for centuries in this region. Ritual is 

wedded throughout their rich cultural history 

and they invest even simple everyday objects 

with meaning. We were fortunate enough to 

befriend a member of the Dogon one day in 

NYC. He calls us when he gets fabric from his 

home and we are always up for trading with 

him. The pieces from our Dogon collection are 

made from these Indigo fabrics. Every bag is 

unique.  

INDIGO MURPHY TOTEINDIGO SLOUCH BAG
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BREWER TOTE
This open-top leather tote was inspired by our factory 

team in Brewer, Maine. Handcrafted from Horween® 

leather and finished with copper rivets, and harness 

stitching. It has two exterior pockets and one interior 

pocket. The first piece was purchased off our workshop 

table before it was even completed. The second bag 

was presented at the Concours d’Elegance  vintage 

car and boat show in Northern Michigan. The small 

batch was sold out within hours. This piece will age to 

perfection. It is a lifetime investment which is sure to be 

a part of all your fond journeys.  

Price: $480

Dimensions: 12”H x 16”W x 7”D

Leather: 
1. Navy      2. Black      3. Dark Brown

1. 2. 3.
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“Tell me, what do you

plan to do with your one

wild & precious life?“

- Mary Oliver
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Airstream Tour
2016-2017

We purchased a 1958 Airstream several years ago and use it as a combination studio, camper, 
showroom and pop up store depending on the moment. We bartered with talented friends who 
helped us repurpose the interior using reclaimed Pennsylvania barnwood and live edge pieces from 
fallen trees.

The Airstream is a perfect compliment to our brand. Molded on beauty, authenticity, simplicity, and 
relying on the best materials available. The Airstream, like Waltzing Matilda USA,  is “intended as a 
lifetime investment in Happiness.”  (Wally, airstream founder)

The Brand, Waltzing Matilda USA, shares the same invested philosophy. 
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Aspen Bag

I have many bags. I have a bag for work. A bag for the gym. 

A giant bag with wheels and a handle that gets thrown into 

the hold of an airplane. But there’s one bag that’s different. 

My Aspen Bag. It waits patiently on a shelf in my closet and 

I know when the Aspen Bag comes out that adventure is 

afoot. It’s my perfect companion for weekend escapes and 

- like all of us - it only gets better with age. It’s infallible 

zippers and indestructible construction shine in every plane, 

train and trunk ordeal I put it through. Whether I’m escaping 

with my Aspen Bag for a weekend on the slopes, a jaunt 

through wine country or exploring the nooks and crannies of 

Manhattan, I know, no matter how far and wide I roam, that 

sleep will always bring dreams of home.

16

“Your  Forever  Bag“

The Aspen
made by hand

™
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HAND FORGED
BRASS O-RINGS

MADE IN OUR STUDIO

RIRI  Z IPPER
80 YEARS OF TOP

QUALITY Z IPPERS

HORWEEN LEATHER CO.
FOUNDED IN 1905

CHICAGO, IL

HAND &
HARNESS ST ITCHING

8 OZ. WAXED THREAD

USED FOR STRENGTH



ASPEN - MINI

  B.

  A.

ASPEN - LARGE

COLOR OPTIONS:

A. Price: $475
Dimensions: 7”H x 10”W x6”D

B. Price: $850
Dimensions: 10”H x 20”W x 9.5”D 

C. Price: $550
Dimensions: 8”H x 14”W x 8”D

Leather:
1. Dark Brown - Chromexcel

2. Black - Chromexcel

3. Navy - Chromexcel

4. Copper - Rough & Tough  1.   2.   3.   4.

™

C.
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$850

Leather:

Chromexcel - Black, Dark Brown, Navy

Vegetable Tanned - Buck Brown

Price: $675
Dimensions: 10”H x 20”W x 9”D

Price: $450

Dimensions:
10.5”H x 13.5”W x 4.5”D
Shown in Gaucho distressed

leather from Maine

™

TOM’S MESSENGER HUDSON BRIEF

SIMON SATCHEL

 Dimensions: 13”H x 17”W x 1”D

The Waltzing Matilda USA Simon Satchel is a 

beast. It is designed for the professional who 

spends a lot of time on the road. Multiple 

interior and exterior pockets are standard. 

A detachable shoulder strap is engineered 

to disperse weight and handles and seams 

are reinforced. This piece displays old world 

elegance, tradition and confidence.

$350
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Hudson Brief
Shown to the left in vegetable tanned, Buck Brown leather.

Inspired by a 1939 Swiss Satchel we received in trade 

from a guy in California. Hand made hardware and 

a RiRi zipper, this piece has both hand and harness 

stitching. Hand hammered penny rivets are placed  

by the handles for strength. 

For added convenience, this piece can be modified 

to include a removable shoulder strap. (additional $75)



COASTERS

Leather: 
Chromexcel - Dark Brown, Black 

Buffalo - Glazed Black, Glazed 
Brown

Vegetable Tanned - Buck Brown

A. Price: $40 (Set of 4)
Dimensions: 4”H x 4”W

B. Price: $40 (Set of 4)
Dimensions: 3.5”D

A. B.
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WINE BAG
SINGLE & DOUBLE

D. Price: $135
Dimensions: 13”H x 5”W x 4.5”D

E. Price: $180
Dimensions: 13”H x 10”W x 4.5”D

Leather: Gaucho - Brown 

D.

E.

“Bring your own bottle” - Born out of necessity due 

to Pennsylvania’s challenging liquor laws. Whether 

you need room for one or two bottles, with a strap 

or without, fancy or simple, our immortal wine bags 

will help you keep one foot on the ground whether 

you are contemplating dessert or the meaning of 

the universe.  
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C. Price: $75
Dimensions: 6”H x 6”W x 2”D

D. Price: $95
Dimensions: 8”H x 8”W x 2”D

E. Price: $55
Dimensions: 4”H x 4”W x 2”D

LEATHER TRAY

E.

C.

D.



Price: $195
Dimensions: 12.5”H x 10.5”W

Price: $195
Dimensions: 11.5”H x 8.5”W

Price: $165
Dimensions: 11.5”H x 8.5”W
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Like a lot of artisans, our start and many of our 

first pieces originated in a garage. Selling during 

the day, sewing and hand cutting at night... Then 

a big order came in and necessity prompted a 

roadtrip up and down the east cost in search of 

leather makers to help us fill the orders. It was  

these portfolios that provided the opportunity to 

create our first microfactory.

PORTFOLIO HEMINGWAY 
JOURNAL 

KEVIN 
PORTFOLIO

A. Stinson Sling Price: $175
Dimensions: 15”H X 12”W X 1”D

B. Organizer Price: $225
Dimensions: 
Open: 17.75”H x 9”W / Closed: 6”H x 9”W x 1”D

C. Avery Sleeve 
13” - Price: $140 | 15” - Price: $145 
Dimensions: 
13” - 10.5”H X 14”W X 3/8”D
15” - 12”H X 16”W X 3/8”D

D. Riley Sleeve 
13” - Price: $140 | 15” - Price: $145
Dimensions:
13” - 10.5”H X 14”W X 3/8”D
15” - 12”H X 16”W X 3/8”D

  A.

  B.

  A.

  C.

  D.
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A. Dopp Kit Price: $195
Dimensions: 5”H x 10”W x 5”D

B. Cachita Clutch Price: $175
Dimensions: 6”H x 12.5”W 

C. Aberdeen Clutch Price: $165
Dimensions: 7.25”H X 10”W

  A.

  B.
  C.
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D. Bifold Wallet Price: $98
Dimensions:
Opened 3.5”H x 8.5”W | Closed 3.5”H x 4”W

E. Princeton Wallet Price: $145
Dimensions: 
Open: 9”H x 8”W / Closed: 4.5”H x 8”W 

F. Sutton Wallet Price: $55 
Dimensions: 3.5”H X 3”W

  D.  E.

  F.

  D.
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A. WM Belt Price: $160
Dimensions: 5”H x 10”W x 5”D

B. Vintage Buckle Belt Price: $175
Dimensions: 6”H x 12.5”W 

  A.

  B.
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These vintage buckles date as far back as the 1800’s. 

They came from a collector who explained that 

most of them were made by Tiffany & Co. for Wells 

Fargo to commemorate important events, such as 

the World’s Fair, and individuals in time.

C. Price: $350
Dimensions: 1 3/8”W

D. Price: $90
Dimensions: 1 3/8”W

  D.

  C.

Indian Head Buckle Belt

HUNT BELT
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We handcraft all our sterling silver in 
our Philly workshop. Each piece has 
its own personal touch. First we hand 
hammer a sample of our silver pieces 
in our Wayne studio. Once we find a 
design we like we take it to our Philly 
workshop where a mold is created 
and all items are hand forged and 
casted individually using techniques 
from generations prior to guarantee 
the best quality. 

30

  A.

  B.

  D.

  C.

  E.

  F.

  I.

  G.

  H.

  J.
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A Leather Knot Bracelet Price: $75

B. Cat Bates Bracelet Price: $45

C. Bronze Cuff Price: $130-180 
Small - 2.5” in diameter
Large -  2.75” in diameter.

D. Silver Rings Price: $120-155
Sizes 5-10, whole sizes

J. Laredo Choker Price: $70
Length - 57”

I. Leather Cuff Price: $35
Small: 7”L x 0.75”W
Medium: 8”L x 0.75”W
Large: 9”L x 0.75”W

G. Aqil’s Buffalo Nickel Pendant 
Price: $75

H. Buffalo Nickel Pendant Price: $55

E. Silver Money Clip Price: $175

F. Silver Cuff Price: $215-325
Small - 2.5” in diameter
Large -  2.75” in diameter.



The quintessential leather flip-flop, featuring a clean, classic full-grain leather strap with understated 

embroidered logo.  The toe post is a soft, recycled polyester webbing made specifically to follow the 

contour between your toes, eliminating any discomfort.  The mid profile footbed is topped with the same 

full-grain leather, and comprised of multiple densities of 100% recyclable PLUSfoam®.  The foam provides 

instant comfort and molds to the shape of your foot, while providing “spring” in your step and incredible 

durability.  The anatomically correct arch is placed perfectly to provide support right where it’s needed 

every time.  Each footbed has a heat-embossed Waltzing Matilda logo in the heel, and is atop a non-slip, 

non-marking rubbery outsole with logo tread.

™
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Leather:
Horween Leather Co
(Guacho)

Wickett & Craig 
(Buck Brown)

PLUSfoam

ACEAL

  A.   B.

JORDANN JOSIEJORDANN
(PINK & BROWN)

MEN
(7-13 whole sizes only )

A. Price: $68

B. Price: $85

WOMEN
(6-11 whole sizes only )

C. Price: $85

D. Price: $85

E. Price: $68

  C.   D.   E.
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Custom branding

Telluride

Fire bash Kevin, our arm model

Vintage officer cuffs
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Saddles into bags

Vintage 1945
Textiles Swiss Army 

Custom punching bag 
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Vintage splitter in use

1900’s vintage Circa machine

Hand stitching

Hand punch

Maddy, Jordann, Camila, and shop dogs Roxy & Hazel

Shop dog Matilda

Shop dog Murphy

Our 1958 Airstream
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